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Abstract
Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) is a wireless network without an access point or node
physical infrastructure cooperation. Protection of data communication is because the nature
of MANET is a major challenge.A particularly challenging problem is how to detect and
maintain viable routing protocol possible attacks. In the mobile ad-hoc network, each node
must be capable of routing data, self-organization, and taking care of the routing domain. The
current implementation of laws and regulations has been a complex issue due to the lack of
fast-moving and fixed infrastructure nodes. The existing system of malicious nodes in the adhoc network destroys the network performance of the original system. When a new node joins
the network, the network does not have other nodes based on trust any major difficulties in the
relationship between ad-hoc networks. Thus, the proposed system provides ad-hoc network
routing security and authentication. In this proposed system, each node needs to introduce a
Distance Vector Report Authentication Adjustable Routing Protocol (DVRAARP) and Secure
Verification-Based Dynamic Node Selection (SVBDNS) algorithm. DVRAARP provides
solutions to the greater threat of mobile ad-hoc network attacks. Enhanced SVBDNS requires
its next hop to send confirmation emails to the originating node by maintaining the
DVRAARP table. After receiving the route reply and confirmation routing path, the data was
forward to the destination with encrypted using anRSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman) proxy with
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re-encryption. An SVBDNS algorithm is improved and extended by adding more realistic
strategies such as varying node position, movement, speed, and data verification. Also, to
identify the malicious nodes, it has been observed that this method will lead to the proposed
system fewer savings and less breakage of communication.
Keywords: Distance Vector Report Authentication Adjustable Routing Protocol (DVRAARP),
identify the malicious nodes, RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman) proxy with re-encryption,
Routing Security and Authentication, Secure Verification-Based Dynamic Node Selection
(SVBDNS).
1. Introduction
MANET mobile user to communicate with relatively limited bandwidth in the
autonomous radio link set. Since the nodes are mobile, the topology of the network fast,
unpredictable changes over time. The network is distributed, and all network activity, including
message, must be sent by the node itself found topology; routing function has been built into the
mobile node. These different wireless ad hoc network applications, small to static networks, are
limited to large-scale and highly dynamic mobile networks.

Figure 1 MANET routing analysis
It creates more than link-state flow because of changes in the number of hops that must
be propagated to all the routers and each router for processing. Hops updates occur periodically,
even if there is no change in the network topology, and therefore a waste of bandwidth broadcast
still occurs as shown in figure 1.Network protocols are a complex issue for the design of these
networks. In any case, the MANET application requires an efficient algorithm to determine the
distributed network organization, scheduling and routing links. In mobile ad hoc networks
(MANET), to use various applications that require greater security. This article aims to raise
anonymity, security, authentication, authorization, and enforcement to meet the performance
very safe and efficient routing method, the previous article in ad hoc networks. It meets greater
flexibility, etc., to make such confidentiality, traceability, ad hoc performance environment safer
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and more practical, and other requirements. The route is an important function of a network of
mobile ad hoc networks.
Therefore, the enemy can attack network operations, and the routing protocol can easily
collapse. These protocols' (RIP (Routing Information Protocol),IGRP (Interior Gateway
Protocol) ) security is analyzed by formal or informal methods that have never been applied to
such protocols. Route discovery includes routes discovered between nodes and data packets,
including forwarding of data packets superior to previously discovered routes.
Mobile ad-hoc network has the unique advantages of traditional networks in terms of
encryption and encryption: (A) it can be easily installed and removed; (B) the solution is not
suitable for the limitations of options such as geographical location, financial vulnerability as it
is provided in a stable infrastructure set and low-cost area; (C), which can be set up in disasters
(e.g., rescue missions). Identification is required for a node to exchange security information and
avoid security threats.
2. Related Work
Heuristics identify the disk block accessed by the application startup process to access it
and update the file system. The pointer moves from the HDD(hard disk drive) to an SSD (Solid
State Drive).Since it runs as a background process, the overhead of moving blocks is negligible.
It also an SSD strategy for the first edge block and the Shortest Sequence and Long Seek First
(SSLSF) to make good use of the long initial limited space. A small collection of blocks assigned
to the device driver is preferentially transferred to the SSD, especially if these blocks can cause
long-term pursuit times on the HDD. This creates a lot of HDD space to reduce seek time at a
small SSD cost [1].
Optimal IB (intermediate band) filling is a function of the IB region's constant amplitude
and width with an absorption coefficient. The spatial variation of the sub-bandgap occurrence
rate is not negligible. A new definition of optimal filling has been proposed for an account [2] to
take this spatial change.
Also, regardless of node privacy, these methods rely on central control programs and
third-party monitoring called DAPV (Diagnosing Anomalies Provenance and Verification)
methods. A single or coordinated malicious node can be found in the entire network system,
paralysis and abnormal nodes. DAPV phase can be detected in the routing [3] Release direct and
indirect attacks.
Based on distributed dynamic addressing scheme low overhead identity in secure mobile
ad hoc network nodes authorized management IP address settings. The new node receives an IP
address from the existing neighbors. In the network [4], each terminal is assigned several new
nodes, and a group can create a unique IP address from its IP address.
High-Frequency radar is an effective means of maritime supervision of the State.
However, the difference causes deformation of the cable and receivers in the beam pattern of the
antenna element in the phase response, resulting in loss of resolution direction. Estimating the
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echo received by the phase Direction-Of-Arrival (DOA) sequence of the source measured in the
primary ocean direction is proposed. The unique configuration of each signal decomposition is
used to form a cost function. Minimizing a cost function, the angle of arrival, and phase error by
combining an iterative process [5] Estimation.
Extensive research should determine the root cause of the loss to find the true malicious
tip. If there is no such analysis, any security solution's effectiveness will punish the risk of
innocent terminals, and the real malicious nodes will remain unknown. Therefore, this method is
necessary to correctly identify the cause of bandage loss and [6] is the response verb.
MANET's flexibility and agility, so that they gained popularity in the use of a wide range.
Network security protocol to protect protected application data for routing and development.
However, this is only a security circuit or communication and can not be used simultaneously.
Secure communications routing and security protocols must be implemented to provide
comprehensive security. Wired telecommunications security protocols and WiFi network
development were initially used [7] Manet only when placing high loads on network resources.
To increase the deliberate attack, MANET, the network of things in the robustness of the
main nodes on the Internet, must be protected after the preliminary ruling. Keys that are usually
focused on a single topology snapshot within a static or dynamic network of correlations with
topology snapshots that can accommodate IoT networks that are not effective Dynamic Critical
Node Identification (DCNI) Topology Used to Identify Nodes in MANET [8].
Also, vehicles must be protected to prevent criminals from using them to capture true
identities further. To ensure that vehicle privacy is not leaked, effectively assisting vehicle
communication, a 5G / B5G Vehicle Ad-Hawk Smart Trans Network to assist anonymous
stabilization and key negotiations. It hingeson the confidence level of information to simulate
human Evolutionary Self-Cooperative Trust (ESCT) projects' cognitive processes and prevent all
kinds of interference routing attacks. In this method, the mobile node exchanging reliable
information is received and analyzed [9] for the reliable determination of their knowledge [8].
Mobile payment systems in disaster areas offer the possibility of electronic transactions
for people to buy goods and recycle food, clothing and medicines. On the other hand, to trade in
the disaster area, current payment systems require communication infrastructure that can be
destroyed in the disaster area in the event of a disaster such as a large-scale earthquake or flood
(for example, wired network or cellular network cannot depend on) [10].
There is a unique dependency on collaboration between mobile ad hoc network
participants to achieve fixed functionality. However, they are vulnerable to malicious attacks and
refusal to cooperate. Therefore, it can see that the urgent need for security issues has been
resolved. Many reliability’s have been considered in the last few years. The key to designing a
reliable quantitative method is that these measures. This study proposes a lightweight subjective
reasoning trust framework divided into a novel abstract trust and reliability evaluation and
prediction [11].
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In a typical radar system, the same hypothesis testing problem is to monitor the scene
repeatedly periodically. This creates a basic balance between integration time and scanning
speed. In particular, to increase the detection rate, the faulty alarm rate is defined as the average
detection per unit time.Under constraints, the unit [12] defines the average false alarm time.
Multipoint Relay (MPR) indicators used in the new link quality evaluation function
calculated by multiple routes. It uses the MPR selection mechanism to navigate topographical
information flood nodes' selection using energy and ancillary quality. Read the energy and QoS
parameters to benefit between QoS and energy-sensitive transaction closure. EXata-based
simulations evaluate Multipath Energy And Quality Of Service (Qos)-Aware Optimized Link
State Routing Protocol Version 2 (MEQSA-OLSRv2) Performance and its effectiveness are
compared to traditional routing protocols [13].
To increase network capacity, information of the target neighbor multicast protocols
proposed adjustment data and considerations taken to minimize the appropriate host repeater and
barrier total transmission time of the total time blocks are to be transferred [14].Now, high
energy and low mobility hosts are identified as cluster heads (cluster heads). Routing protocols
are now proposing routing energy savings by controlling host power levels. Cooperative caching
P2P connection has been proposed structured data based mobile P2P network. In this scheme, the
cluster and the long run, mobile nodes are connected to the peer's neighbors to clean up the
shared cache and propagate metadata to achieve highly efficient data retrieval performance [15].
This multicast routing protocol is proposed for encoding wireless at hook networks. A
tree for each multicast that meets a certain percentage of demand, the tree's network usage
network, installer use, and diversity may be lost. Guaranteed bandwidth for the series The
proposed protocol can reduce consumption over the full bandwidth. Using network coding, the
scheduling algorithm does not generate redundant packets, and the data packets are never
assigned to the multicast tree [16].
Network coding is a proven technique for improving the performance of wireless
networks. Quality of Service(QoS) bandwidth required to know the coding of consumption
forces, to design a successful navigation Carolina network coding protocol. Also, it is necessary
to increase the coding opportunity to increase network capacity. However, the host and the host
can be challenged to determine whether encoding is determined in the mobile ad hoc network
(MANET) [17] encoding the host bandwidth consumption.
Therefore, fairness and dual busy tones solve hidden and exposed terminals that need to
improve throughput performance for multiple access protocols. Therefore, this article is to
achieve an improved quality of service MANET Dual Busy Tone Multiple Access Protocol
(DBTMAP) through service excellence to improve network capacity. The proposed method is
the Retransmit Double Busy Tone Multiple Access (RDBTMA) protocol [18] using the
improved dual-base tone multiple access protocols.
The Internet of Drones (IoD) is a hierarchical network control design designed primarily
to integrate drone control and access with Internet transmission and provide navigation services
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from a so-called node location.The IoD variety of drone applications include package delivery,
traffic monitoring, search and rescue provision of general services, and more [19].
Wi-Fi has a very bright future for networking and communications, which is the
researchers are very interested in. By increasing the user's goal using a wireless ad hoc network,
they will also become a wireless ad hoc network with improved performance and diverse needs.
Routing protocols can help better use resources for the application required QoS and load
balancing communicate effectively and improve the network [20] performance.
A chaotic logistics mapping here uses the OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing) symbol for frequency and time domain congestion. Before transmitting the signal
through the optical fiber, the message is calculated separately in the optical line terminal and the
optical network unit to verify the actual data is reset to digestion and digested OFTM signal [21].
3. Implementation of the proposed system
DVRAARP can enable solitary MANET routing in its core function. According to the
applicability of specific network scenarios, each auxiliary function is given additional functions.
For example, each node provides a connection between MANET and other routing areas. It can
reach directly with its transmission to consider MANET and define all other nodes as its
communication neighbors. Assuming that each node knows the location of its location and its
neighbors.The SVBDNSto verification of node location is an important issue in mobile
networks, and it becomes especially challenging in the presence of adversary targeting damage
systems. To DVRAARP,find neighbor nodes and verify them.
Initialize node
topology

Node position
analysis

Routing table

RSAproxy with re
encryption (packet
encryption)

Secure verification
based dynamic node
selection

Distance Vector Report
Authentication Adjustable
Routing Protocol

Route
discovery

Data forward

Figure 2 Proposed Block Diagram
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It is now necessary to remove the malicious node, which has a path to isolate the
malicious node. This information will be broadcast to all neighbors who will be removed from
each interconnection. In the same way, if the other nodes also decide to cancel the connection
from the node. After removal, the analysis guidelines providing node remains at high spatial
accuracy. In the proposed system, the message is signed by routing maintained by the node on
the route when DVRAARP.In the RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman), proxy with the re-encryption
scheme on the agent and the route/destination node to verify each node's authenticity. Then in
the case, to authenticate the source node to the destination node manner. And malicious nodes
such as isolation may not participate in the network activities. Further communication, a
malicious node neighbor node, not including the routing process, will not accept a request
message from a malicious node. Because data verification is the task of proving that a that RSA
(Rivest, Shamir, Adleman) proxy with re-encryption operates correctly concerning a formal
property of data packets encryption and decryption key be to generated and then verify the data
communication.
3.1 Analysis of Node Moving Transmission Range
When the route discovery process begins, the source node knows the existing route to the
destination level analysis shown in figure 3. Due to the dynamic nature of all the mobile
nodes.Suppose the maximum data in every node can transmit or receive radius
simultaneously𝑀𝑅 But not be used simultaneously.
Also, the process is initiated for the energy of each node. Node is defined by the mean of
the 𝑁 values of the neighbors.Then 𝑁= λπ𝑀𝑅2 Characterizes a network connection. In the nodes
of the network and are evenly distributed, and the density λ toxic process.
B

A
Edge

u

v

Figure 3 Node moving transmission range analysis
Edge depends on two major features:
Position of Nodes: It is calculated and controlled by changing the transmission radius𝑀𝑅
topology is very difficult.
Communication Range: To use the communication range of the behind the formula:
E= {(u, v) ꜫ𝑉 2 |u≠v distance (u,v)←range
(1)
Wherein the maximum communication range of𝑀𝑅 .
Neighbor set N (U) vertex u is:
N(u) = { v | (u, v) ꜫ Edge}(2)
Range distribution function r(u) which is made available to label a vertex V and E is changed
from 0 to r range denoted asG(V, Er )
Edge contained by range (Er) = {(u, v) ꜫ 𝑉 2 | u≠v distance (u,v) ← r(u)
(3)
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In this circumstance, the radius is contingent on the effectiveness of the appropriate propagation
model.
3.2 Secure Verification-Based Dynamic Node Selection
Instead of measuring the distance information between nodes, communication network
transmission techniques using the proposed calculates, the unknown node's position coordinates.
Problems proposed use purposes MANET node location is reduced to accurately position and
position deviation between the actual and calculated for each node of the unknown nodes. The
evaluation criteria include SVBDNS precise positioning, an unknown number of nodes
positioned adjacent nodes, and a requests communication node radius. The DVRAARP in each
node maintains a distance table.
Step1: Initialize the number of nodes
Step2: identify the source and destination node id. An available distance of node 𝑛𝑖 and required
the minimum distance of node 𝑚𝑖
Step3:Critical sensing point of the𝑛𝑖 . If source node denote as 𝑠𝑛 and the nearest neighbor node
denote 𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑖 <𝑚𝑖
(4)
Step4: Calculates the distance to each neighbor node from an unknown node.
Step5: To calculate each neighbor node average distance
Distance 𝑑𝑖 = √(𝑥1 − 𝑦1 )2 + (𝑥2 − 𝑦2 )2
(5)
Where 𝑥1 , 𝑦1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑦2 the position is coordinates of two neighbor nodes the number of sequences 1
and 2.
Step6: Each neighbor node calculates the average of all the unknown nodes, and each unknown
hop distance reaches the first node receives information𝑎𝑖 :
𝑎𝑖 =

√(𝑥1 −𝑦1 )2 +(𝑥2 −𝑦2 )2
ℎ𝑖

(6)

Where ℎ𝑖 the hops from the neighbor node.
Step7:Checking the communication node id
𝑖𝑓 ℎ𝑜𝑝 > ℎ𝑖
(7)
Update the detection of packets.
Else discard the detection packet. R
End if
Repeating the proceeding steps until all communication between nodes is covered.
The communication path between the two nodes in the routing table is to maintain the
distance. Estimated distance is the distance covered by each hop.
3.3 Distance vector report authentication adjustable routing protocol (DVRAARP)
The protocol presented here uses the concept of water immersion for the serial number
modification of RREQ. When an intermediate node receives the RREQ packet, the routing tables
are modified with the latest information and broadcasts the RREQ packet to its neighbor. Reject
data packet copied node. The serial number will then be rebroadcast on the routing table to copy
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the process and RREQ packet status. The verification protocol RREQ replay sequence number
equal to the stored current node in the RREQ same sequence number. If the serial numbers are
different, this would be considered an unusual activity.
Algorithm
Step1: initialize the source node, destination node and total neighbor nodes in MANET.
Step2: Assume the categories of nodes. Node type= normal node𝑁𝑛 , misbehavior node𝑀𝑛 ,
suspicious node𝑆𝑛 and data path 𝑑𝑝
Step3: To check the𝑁𝑛 ,𝑀𝑛 ,𝑆𝑛 .
Step4: Broadcasting the RREQ check categorization number is not equal to the stored same
RREQ in the current node sequence.
Step5: If the data packet does not equal the sequence number𝑑𝑝
𝑑𝑝 = true;
Step6:Send the data packets RREQ;
else
𝑑𝑝 = false;
Step7:Now, check its behavior, which Node_ type =𝑁𝑛 .
Track node attack
Then the node checks its capacity
Calculate Complete Data Rate (CDR)
If Complete Data Rate =max
Send the RREQ
End if
Step8:RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman) proxy with re-encryption to use
Step9:In the unidirectional schemes, the proxy re-encryption cannot compute the data sent from
node b to give the data sent from a to b.
The scheme to collect the source node and destination node id.
Step10:Input data 𝑖𝑑 and split the data into several data packets 𝑑𝑝
For each 𝑑𝑝 where p=1 to n do
End for
Step 11:Encrypt the packets using the public key 𝑝𝑘 send and the server to given the private key
𝑝𝑡 .
Step 12:The private key to generate after the original message to receive the destination node.
If a malicious packet's arrival time is longer than the original packet, it will detect
anomalous activity and node type and update accordingly. Also, determine the nature of the
suspicious node capacity and node by calculating the confidence values. If the result is
satisfactory in terms of performance and the node's trust value, the corresponding node becomes
a suspicious, malicious node. The capacity of the node depends on the percentage of data packets
raised by the node.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Distance Vector Report Authentication Adjustable Routing Protocol (DVRAARP) based
routing based on data network security and the inspection's efficiency has been performed. There
is a connection between the network and associated with the MANET significant pollutants.
Table 1 Proposed Simulation Parameters Details
SimulationParameters
Simulation Value
Proposed Simulator
NS2 (Network Simulator version-2)
Proposed Simulation Time
30 sec
Proposed Traffic Type
CBR (Constant Bit Rate)
Proposed Node Speed
20 m/s
Proposed Progression data size
180Mb
Data Packet size
512kb
Total packet
380
Portability practice has proved that other areas from the central area can take advantage
of a Tool Command Language (TCL) content licensing purposes.This section designates the
evaluation of existing Dynamic Critical Node Identification (DCNI), Multipath Energy and
Quality of Service (QoS)-Aware Optimized Link State Routing Protocol Version 2 (MEQSAOLSRv2), DAPV (Diagnosing Anomalies Provenance and Verification) and the proposed
Distance Vector Report Authentication Adjustable Routing Protocol (DVRAARP).
This section compares the various parameter: i) Analysis of Packet Delivery Ratio,
Throughput Performance Level, Route Availability Analysis, Analysis of Communication
security level before malicious node enter, Analysis of Communication security level after
malicious node enter.

Figure 4 Node Initialization
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Figure 4 shows the initialization of the source node, destination node and all neighbor
nodes.

Figure 5 data packets to transfer between the source node and destination node
Figure 5 describes the transfer of data packets between the source node and the
destination node. Before transmission, the DVRAARP protocol maintains the routing table and
selects the communication path.

Figure 6 analysis of node position to change
Figure 6 describes the node position to change. The node number 6 and their id number
13 to change the position.
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Figure 7identify the malicious of node
Figure 7 describes the identify the malicious node. The DVRAARP protocol to detect the
malicious node does not allow to enter the source to the destination path. Because the
DVRAARP protocol maintains the routing table and then the SA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman)
proxy re-encryption is used to encrypt the packets' data.

ANALYSIS OF PACKET DELIVERY RATIO

TIME IN SEC

DCNI
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

2.94
2.76
2.54
1.9

10

DAPV

MEQSA-OLSRv2

5.6
5.23
4.87
3.85

4.3
3.87
3.43
2.65

30

50

DVRAAP
6.73
6.43
5.65
4.87

70

NUMBER OF DATAPACKETS

Figure 8Performance Analysis of Packet Delivery Ratio
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Packet Delivery Ratio(PDR) to assess the quality of the network. It is defined as the
ratio between the destination's packets and the source's packet data. It can use the awk script,
which produces a trace file, and the results obtained.
PDR = Received packets/ Generated packets * 100
--- (8)
The proposed DVRAARP protocol and existing method DCNI, MEQSA-OLSRv2,
DAPVcomparison of packet delivery ratio is shown in figure8. The analysis result proposed
DVRAARP 9.4 in a sec of lower time-based packet delivery provide compare to the existing
method DCNI has 6.73 sec, DAPV with 6.43 sec, and MEQSA-OLSRv2 has provided a 5.65
sec.
Table 2 analysis of throughput level
Simulation
DCNI in bps
DAPV in bps
MEQSADVRAARP in
Time in s
OLSRv2 in
bps
bps
10
172
194
216
264
20
246
264
288
372
30
316
348
384
428
40
504
518
528
562
50

546

558

576

624

Table 2 indicates the throughput values received throughout the simulation analysis for
DCNI, DAPV, MEQSA-OLSRv2, and DVRAARP mechanisms.
Successfully spreading the process and sending data packets of as many as 200 data
packets to the Internet. Throughput is obtained using equation 9.
𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 =

Where
n = number of nodes

𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 (𝑛) ∗ 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
200
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Analysis of throughput performance
700

Throughput level in bps

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
0

10
DCNI

20

DAPV

30

40

MEQSA-OLSRv2

50

DVRAAP

Figure 9Throughput Performance Level
It can be successfully received from the number of data packets in Figure 9. Every 200
data packets are observed for DVRAARP is higher than compared 624 in bps to that of the
existing algorithms DCNI in 546 in bps, Fuzzy Logic 558 in bps, ARSH-FATI 576 in bps.

Route avalability analysis
DVRAAP
MEQSA-OLSRv2
DAPV
DCNI
0

Methods

20
DCNI
69

40
DAPV
74

60
MEQSA-OLSRv2
85

80

100
DVRAAP
95

Available path position level in %

Figure 10 Route Availability Analysis
In path analysis, the total number of nodes is calculated by dividing the total number of
connections by the number of available paths. An important advantage of using multipath
transmission is the inherent path diversity (i.e., the loss process is expected to operate
independently for different paths).Multitasking routing is an effective method to achieve this
goal, as shown by network data shared via multiple paths to reduce network congestion.
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Comparison of the proposal shown in figure 10 with existing methods. The existing methods
DCNI in 69%, DAPV in 74%,MEQSA-OLSRv2 in 85% and the proposed method DVRAARP
with 95%.

82

DCNI

DAPV

MEQSA-OLSRV2

96

88

78

SECURITY LEVEL IN %

ANALYSIS OF COMMUNICATION SECURITY
LEVEL BEFORE MALICIOUS NODE ENTER

DVRAAP

Data secure level In %

Figure 11Analysis of Communication security level before a malicious node enter
The above figure 11 describes the analysis of communication security level before a
malicious node attack. The existing DCNI data secure communication level in 78%, DPAV data
secure level in 82%, MEQSA-OLSRv2 data secure communication level in 88%, and the
proposed DVRAARP data secure communication level in 96%.

87

79
69

SECURITY LEVEL IN %

98

ANALYSIS OF COMMUNICATION SECURITY
LEVEL AFTER MALICIOUS NODE ENTER

DCNI

DAPV

MEQSA-OLSRV2

DVRAAP

Data secure level In %

Figure 12Analysis of Communication security level before a malicious node enter
The above figure 12 describes the analysis of communication security level afterthe
malicious node enter. The existing DCNI data secure communication level in 69%, DPAV data
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secure level in 79%, MEQSA-OLSRv2 data secure communication level in 87%, and the
proposed DVRAARP data secure communication level in 98%.
5. Conclusion
SVBDNS is presented here; the probability density function is used to find the location in
the network nodes. Further, the node starts moving from the initial node position at a constant
speed and track its position next node. The next level of each node is stored, and if the distance is
greater than the sending node, it will be greater than the coverage of the network and therefore
reduced.Allocation position and range of the communication range, the neighbor set, the node
provides an effective solution for mobility for parameters. Initially, the proposed SVBDNS used
to provide authenticated data between nodes between the source and destination. But this kind of
algorithm is called a scene where the node has less movement, which is an effective solution for
unsuitable ad-hoc routing protocols. The DVRAARP protocol has also been incorporated into
this illustrative method to secure data transmission in a dynamic environment. The proposed
DVRAARP to shows the analysis of packet delivery ratio is 9.4 sec. The throughput level is 624
bps; route availability analysis is 95%, analysis of communication security level before
malicious node enter is 96%, and analysis of communication security level before malicious
node enter is 98%.
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